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THE GOOD PRACTICE SCHEME IS A SET OF
GUIDELINES THAT AIM TO REDUCE BIASES
THAT ACT AS BARRIERS.

 

IT COVERS GENDER BIAS, CONFERENCES &
SEMINARS, SEXUAL HARRASSMENT, CARE
GIVERS AND STAFF & STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS.

 

IF A DEPARTMENT IMPLEMENTS SOME OF THE
POLICIES THEY MUST COME UP WITH A PLAN
AND TIMESCALE TO IMPLEMENT THEM.

 

LASTLY, DEPARTMENTS ALERT THE BPA SO
THAT A CENTRAL LIST OF PARTICIPATING
INSTITUTIONS CAN BE MAINTAINED.

 

WHAT IS THE BPA/SWIP GOOD
PRACTICE SCHEME?

 
THE BRITISH PHILOSOPHICAL ASSOCIATION
(BPA) AND SOCIETY FOR WOMEN IN
PHILOSOPHY UK (SWIP) COLLABORATED TO
WRITE THE GOOD PRACTICE SCHEME.

 

BPA/SWIP
 



WHY DOES THE BPA/SWIP GOOD
PRACTICE SCHEME EXIST?
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1
 

2
 

WOMEN
REPRESENT 46%

IN
UNDERGRADUATE
PHILOSOPHY BUT

ONLY 24% AT
PROFESSIONAL

LEVEL.(1) 
 

THIS
UNDERREPRESENTATION

REMAINS TO BE FULLY
EXPLAINED. BUT WE HAVE

GOOD REASON TO
BELIEVE THAT A VARIETY

OF FACTORS ARE
INVOLVED, SOME OF

WHICH ARE SKETCHED
OUT IN THE GPS AND THE
EARLIER BPA/SWIP UK ON
WOMEN IN PHILOSOPHY
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THE BPA/SWIP
GOOD PRACTICE

SCHEME AIMS
TO ADDRESS

SOME OF THESE
FACTORS

 

IT IS ALREADY
HAVING AN
IMPACT ON
WORKPLACE

CULTURE AND
GENDER PARITY 

 

1. Helen Beebee and Jenny Saul, 'Women in Philosophy in the UK ',British Philosophical Association and the Society for Women in
Philosophy UK, , (2011), (p. 9), in<http://www.bpa.ac.uk/uploads/2011/02/BPA_Report_Women_In_Philosophy.pdf> [accessed 31 August 2018].

 



WHERE IS THE BPA/SWIP GOOD
PRACTICE SCHEME IMPLEMENTED?

 

25 UK UNIVERSITIES
 

13 LEARNED SOCIETIES AND JOURNALS.
(2)

 

3 INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITIES
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2. British Philosophical Association, Subscribers <https://bpa.ac.uk/resources/women-in-philosophy/subscribers>
[accessed 31 August 2018].

 



GATHERING DATA
 

UNIVERSITIES WERE INVITED TO TAKE PART IN AN
ONLINE SURVEY AND/OR AN INFORMAL INTERVIEW.

 

14 UNIVERSITIES
TOOK THE
ONLINE SURVEY
(3)

 

8 UNIVERSITIES
AGREED TO AN
INFORMAL
INTERVIEW(4)

 

3. Note - 13 out of 14 were UK universities
 

1 JOURNAL 
TOOK THE
ONLINE SURVEY

 

THE ONLINE
SURVEY HAD 10
OPEN
QUESTIONS
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4. Note - All UK universities
 



IMPACT AT A GLANCE
 

5 Universities Reported an

Increase in the Number of

Women Hired
 

6 Universities Reported an

Increase in the Number of

Women Speakers
 

9 Universities Reported a
Change in Workplace
Culture
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Adopted all policies Seminar conduct rules Gender parity speaker line up Implicit bias training

Big names fund own travel Equal treatment in publicit.. Tracking interruptions duri..

0
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Policies adopted
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Recommendations regarding
conferences/talks/seminar implemented

 

1.
 

Most Popular Policy
 

8 Universities
Increased
Gender Parity
in Speaker
Line-Ups
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Culture change Increased female participation Increased female speakers Increased attendance

Increased confidence

0

1
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

impact

No
. o

f U
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rs

iti
es

Impact of policies on conferences,

talks & seminars
 

Biggest Impacts
 

9 Reported a

Culture Change
 

6 Reported an

Increase in

Women Speakers
 

5 Reported an

Increase in

Participation by

Women and

Other Minority

Groups
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"The climate has certainly become a lot more positive,
encouraging, constructive."

 
"The culture is definitely friendlier and non-aggressive - and
I think the fact that people are more aware of the rules has
curbed problematic behaviour"

 

"Led to a noticeable increase in women speakers"
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Impact in Depth
 

Culture Change
 

"a more inclusive and constructive atmosphere in general."
 

"there has been a welcome change in the culture - there is
very little if any aggressive questioning, and the chair
typically ensures that there is no interruption of speakers."

 

Culture change was the biggest reported impact. As a result

of the seminar policies many universities reported that the

atmosphere was more constructive and less aggressive. Below

are some examples of the feedback:
 

Women Speakers
 

An increase in women speakers was the second largest impact

reported. This has raised awareness about the lack of gender

parity in past line-ups. However, it is unclear what the effects

of greater gender parity is on the audience.  Below are some

examples of feedback:
 

"avoiding all male line ups at conferences. yes it has made a
difference. aiming for equality in our research seminar line
ups. also made a difference"

 
"Yes, the number of women speakers has increasaed. It is
less clear whether this has had a positive effect on women
PG student engagement." 

 
"There is greater gender equality in visiting speakers - an
increase of 50% given that 2 years ago all speakers were
men."

 



"We have implemented recommendations 1(a), (c), (d), and 2
(BPA/SWIP Good Practice Scheme pp. 8-9). This has increased
the number of women speakers and participation by women."

 
"We implemented all recommendations. They had excellent
results, incl. increased attendance and active participation by
women and other underrepresented groups"
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Impact in Depth
 

Women Participation
 

"We also aim for 50/50 balance where possible in workshops
and conferences. At both, it seems that more women PG
students are willing to attend and participate,"

 

An increase in female participation in seminars and talks was
the third largest impact reported. 

 

Women Attendance
 

An increase in women's attendance was reported by two
universities, although this did not necessarily lead to greater
participation by women. Below are some examples of the
feedback:

 

 "We don't monitor attendance of PGs by gender (or at all!) -
but my impression is that women do attend but participate
less than men, despite pretty consistent adoption of
guidelines concerning breaks, and so on."

 



Adopted all policies Increased women on reading .. None Implicit bias training

Mentor meetings for female .. Anonymous marking Photographs of femaile phil..

Full names reading lists

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Policies

Teaching recommendations implemented
 

6 universities are
encouraging staff
to include women
on their reading

lists
 

2.
 

Most Popular Policy
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Change in grades Strategies for descrimination Increased student satisfaction

Increased diversity of topics

0

1

Impact

No
. o

f U
ni

ve
rs

iti
es

Impact of policies on teaching
 

Notable Impact
 

1 university
reported that
anonymous
marking had

affected grades(5)
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5. Unfortunately, it is not clear if anonymous marking was implemented before or after the GPS.
 



"Students now regularly comment on how much they value
gender/race balance on reading lists, and the small group
teaching I´ve observed is definitely more inclusive."

 

"Almost universal anonymous marking (I can't understand why
every place doesn't do this)...[is] successful because [it
impacts] things that are ubiquitous,"

 

"Active Bystander Training materials has been used for
teachers, giving them strategies to address discriminatory/
offensive behaviour in the classroom"
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Impact in Depth
 

Grades
 

One university reported that anonymisation had had an
impact on grades. However, it is not clear if anonymisation
was adopted prior to GPS. Furthermore, it is worth noting that
many universities already practised anonymisation or are in
dialogue about anonymisation. Below is some feedback:

 

Discrimination
 

One university noted that it was easier for teachers to deal
with discrimination as they had access to strategies. Below is
some feedback:

 

Student Satisfaction
 

One university noted that diversity in reading lists had led to
increased student satisfaction. Below is some feedback:

 

"We are currently in dialogue with the University about moving
to anonymous marking at all levels."
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"The diversity of topics taught has increased."
 

Topic Diversification
 

One university noted that policies had led to a diversification

of topics. Below is some feedback:
 



Hiring Recommendations implemented
 

3.
 

Min 1 woman on hiring panel Min 1 woman on shortlist None Anonymisation Agreed hiring criteria

Implicit bias training Increase time of process Encourage women and underre.. All

0
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Policies adopted
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5 universities offered

or made mandatory

implicit bias training

for selection

committee members
 

Most Popular Policy
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Increase in No. of women hired Fairer practices Increased gender parity in ..

Increase in female PhD stud..
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Impact of policies on hiring
 

Biggest Impact
 

5 universities
reported an

increase in the
number of women

hired
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"4 female philosophers were hired in the last couple of years
(which in all likelihood is not coincidental"

 
"We´ve also increased the number of women philosophers on
the permanent staff recently, going from 1 (!) to 5."

 

"Informal noting of gender balance at each interview stage
sometimes leads us to look again at applications from female
candidates"

 

"We believe our hiring practices have become fairer"
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Impact in Depth
 

Women Hired
 

Five universities reported an increase in women hired.
However, one university pointed out that correlation does not
equal causation.

 

"Implemented in full. Increased representation of women on f/t
permanent academic contracts."

 
"the last two permanent appointments we made were both
women - though it's impossible to say whether that's the
result of implementing the scheme."

 

Closer Attention
 

One university noted that as a result of the hiring practices
they were more mindful of gender parity amongst applicants.
Below is some feedback:

 

Fair Practices
 

One university reported that as a result of implementing the
recommendations their hiring practices had become fairer. 

 



"Our PhD recruitment/hiring has been very successful in

attracting women."
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Gender Parity in PhD Students
 

One university reported an increase in the number of women

PhD students. Below is some feedback:
 



Measures taken to counteract implicit
bias as a result of adopting the Good

Practice Scheme
 

4.
 

Anonymous marking Implicit bias training Discussions IB training mandatory on hi..

Ban on single sex shortlists Support group Climate audit Ib information available to..

Clear hiring criteria Pictures of women philosophers Women on reading lists are ..

0

1

2

3

4

Policies adopted

No
. o

f U
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rs
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es

4 universities stated
that implicit bias

training was used to
counter IB effects
and 2 universities

made in mandatory
for hiring panels 

 

Most Popular Policy
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Impact of policies on hiring
 

Improved gender balance staff Awareness of issues of gend.. Culture change

Increase in female PhD stud.. Unclear

0

1

2

3

Impact

No
. o

f U
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rs
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es

Biggest Impact
 

3
universities

reported
that impact
was unclear

 

2 universities
reported a
change in

culture
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"Some members of staff use photographs of philosophers in
lectures slides and the department agrees to some clear-cut
criteria when hiring. Some members of the department have
also provided IB training for some leadership colleagues at
the University. It is not clear what the results of these
measures are."

 

"The outcome is a more inclusive and open culture."
 

"General awareness of issues of gender equality and implicit
bias has shot up considerably, among both staff members
and PhD students. Not all of this is attributable to SWIP
compliance, some is probably due to the general prominence
of these ideas at the moment."
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Impact in Depth
 

Unclear
 

Three universities reported that the impact of measures used

to counter implicit bias were unclear, suggesting that a

better means of measuring impact is needed. Below is some

feedback:
 

Culture Change
 

Two universities noted that efforts to combat implicit bias led

to a change in culture. Below is some feedback:
 

"As noted, implicit bias training is mandatory for all people on
hiring panels, and we have urged colleagues not on panels to
complete the online training module. We include information
about implicit bias in our UG and PG literature, and on our
website. It is difficult to guage the results of these measures,
other than the general impression that very many students
are now aware of implicit bias."

 

Awareness
 

One university reported that the impact of measures to

counter IB led to greater awareness, although not all was

attributable to the Good Practice Scheme. Below is some

feedback:
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"The University offers implicit bias training, and staff must
take it if they are involved in appointment, promotion or
selection processes. It is difficult to know what the specific
results were, but see above re our improved gender balance
in the department."

 

Gender Balance
 

One university reported that efforts to combat implicit bias

had impacted gender balance within staff hiring. Below is

some feedback:
 

"There are more women PGs - probably around 20%, up from
5-10%. We are still a long way off true equality, but things are
certainly moving in the right direction."

 

PhD Students
 

One university reported that efforts to combat implicit bias

had impacted gender balance within PhD atudents. Below is

some feedback:
 



Other significant actions and policies

implented as part of compliance process
 

5.
 

Alphabetic listing of staff Discourage photos in lectures Flexible scheduling

Clear harrassment policy SWIP Group Women´s officer & E+D officer Revised guidelines for scho..

Advertise GPS to other subj.. Encourage high performing U.. Schedule business and other..

Mindful of workload allocation Open forum discussions Encourage part-time requests

Pictures of women philosophers

0
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3

universities

reported

flexible

scheduling
 

Most Popular Policy
 

3

universities

reported

having a

clear

harrasment

policy
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Note - Two universities have taken differing approaches to the use of photos. One university is discouraging the use of photos

and if they are used it is discouraging the predominant use of photos of white men while the other university is encouraging

the use of photos to give examples of female philosophers.

 



Impact of significant actions
 

Biggest Impact
 

Awareness and discussions o.. Agenda setting Raised interest Improved gender balance

Culture change Flexible working hours Uptake of part time work
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2

universities

reported

greater

awareness

and

discussion
 

4

universities

reported a

change in

culture
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Note - Culture change was understood as a change in atmosphere, whereby the atmosphere was more

open, friendly, constructive and/or supportive. One in which sexist or racist comments were not

considered acceptable. An atmosphere more conducive to female participation
 



"The Race & Gender Colloquium has put these issues
permanently on the agenda and brought in a lot of people
who weren't interested in them before."

 

"I cannot say definitively what concrete results have been
achieved. If I were to claim this, it would be highly speculative.
I can say, though, that the general awareness of issues of
gender equality and implicit bias, among both staff members
and the PhD students, has shot up considerably. Not all of
this is attributable to SWIP compliance, some is probably due
to the general prominence of these ideas at the moment."

 

"My personal view is that one of the most important aspects
of the GPS was simply having the various discussions in staff
meetings when it was adopted - this made clear that gender
equality was not a radical niche interest, but something most
people in the department were privately committed to, so we
should be open about advocating it in departmental
activities"
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Impact in Depth
 

Awareness and Discussion
 

Two universities reported greater awareness and discussion

around issues of gender equality as an impact of other

policies implemented. Below is some feedback:
 

Agenda Setting
 

One university noted that as a result of setting up an SWIP

group and having a Race & Gender Colloquium that meets

weekly they have been able to put equality issues on the

agenda. Below is some feedback:
 

"The Race & Gender Colloquium has put these issues
permanently on the agenda and brought in a lot of people

who weren't interested in them before."
 

Raised Interest
 

One university noted that as a result of setting up an SWIP

group and having a Race & Gender Colloquium that meets

weekly they have raised interest amongst new groups of

students. Below is some feedback:
 



"I also believe that the fact that key members of the

department take the spirit of the BPA/SWIP Good Practice

Scheme seriously ... has changed the culture of the

department."
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"4 female philosophers were hired in the last couple of years

(which is in all likelihood not coincidental) "
 

Gender Balance
 One university noted that there was an increase in the

number of women hired. Below is some feedback:
 

Culture Change
 Four universities noted a change in culture. Below is some

feedback regarding what they mean by culture:
 

"We now schedule all events between 9 and 5; we support

flexible working arrangements for all staff"
 

Flexible Hours
 One university noted that policies had impacted scheduling

of events. Below is some feedback:
 

"a more constructive, friendly, and supportive atmosphere."
 

"In terms of change, I would say that the main change is that it

is now generally accepted that sexist, racist or other

discriminatory comments/ behaviours are entirely

unacceptable. Also those who disagree are now less vocal. It

feels like less of an old boys' club."
 

"Our PGT programmes are about 50% female, again an

increase of around 10% from recent years. This has had a

significant effect on improving the general culture in the

deparmtent, at PG and staff events, with female students

much more willing to contribute now than in the relatively

recent past...more constructive, friendly, and supportive

atmosphere."
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"we have encouraged requests for part-time work, with some
uptake."

 

Part-Time Work
 

One university noted that policies had led to part-time

uptake. Below is some feedback:
 



Two most successful policies
 

4
universities

reported
avoiding all

male
speaker line

ups
 

Most Popular Policy
 

6.
 

Implicit bias training Anonymous marking Seminar rules Speaker line-ups

Gender balance on reading l.. Valuing citizenship and imp.. Hiring recommendations

0
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Policies
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4
universities

reported
having
greater
gender

balance on
reading lists
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"Awareness and over training, for both graduate tutors and
faculty, of how to conduct classes with bias and stereotype
threat issues in mind... These are successful because they
both impact things that are ubiquitous, i.e. teaching and
marking."
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Policy Success Explained
 

Implicit Bias Training
 

Two universities reported that implicit bias training was

successful, in part because it impacted teaching. Below is

some feedback as to why:
 

"Almost universal anonymous marking (I can't understand why
every place doesn't do this). These are successful because
they both impact things that are ubiquitous, i.e. teaching and
marking."

 

Anonymous Marking
 

One university reported that anonymous marking was

successful as its impact was widespread and evident, below

is some feedback as to why:
 

"With seminar organisation, it's about the explicit and very
public adoption of the rules by seminar organisers - everyone
now knows what they are, and most people remember to
abide by them. We now have what I would describe as a
'culture' of working according to these rules."

 

Seminar Rules
 

Two universities reported that seminar rules were successful

in part due to ease of implementation, below is some

feedback as to why:
 

"The rules in seminars were easy to implement and made a
difference."

 



"40% either gender on speakers' lists has been very powerful
and easy to implement."
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Speaker Line-Ups
 

Four universities reported that aiming for greater gender

parity was most successful as it was easy to implement. Below

is some feedback as to why:
 

"Reading lists - we do a lot of monitoring of teaching etc
anyway, so this could be built into existing processes."

 

Reading Lists
 

Four universities reported that increased gender parity in

reading lists were successful in part due to ease of

implementation, below is some feedback as to why:
 

"Increased women on reading lists. We have secured School
funding to pay PhD students to help achieve this."

 

"Implementing a policy of having 50% female speakers at the
staff seminar has been very successful, and probably
because of ease of implementation, but also because the
suggestion that people think about this issue lead many
colleagues to recognize that there are many female
philosophers in the UK who haven't been invited to the
department in a while or ever."

 

"Gender balance in UG reading lists -- this is clearly engaging
a whole new group of students and making them feel at
home in the subject and that their voices are valued."

 

"Valuing all aspects of citizenship, and valuing impact-making
research, both of which are areas where women staff take on
more of the load."

 

Citizenship
 

One university reported rules around citizenship, below is

some feedback as to why:
 



"Hiring recommendations stand out as being the most

successful; they were probably easier to achieve because -

unlike some other measures (e.g. the move to full anonymised

marking) - they were fully supported by the University as a

whole."
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Hiring Recommendations
 

One university reported hiring recommendations as they
were supported by the university. Below is some feedback: 

 



Suggestions and recommendations
about the Good Practice Scheme 

 

7.
 

1 university reported that "the
scheme has a slightly didactic feel

to it, that I think alienates some
people who would otherwise be

well-disposed"
 

1 university stated that they were
"slightly unconvinced about the

effectiveness of implicit bias
training. Awareness of your biases

does not necessarily lead to a
reduction in biases""

 

1 university recommended "Some
suggestions about how various
departments check and enforce

the implementation of
recommendations would be

helpful as well as procedures used
to measure the success of

adopting the policies" 
 

1 university advised that "you are
aware you have them but then the

question is what follows from
being aware. is awareness

enough?"
 

1 university advised that "it´s
necessary to engage seriously
with academic criticisms of the

concept of impolicit bias"
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Tone
 

Criticise Theory of
Implicit Bias

 

Check and Enforce 
 



1 university stated "one challenge
for GPS is to think about its

relationship to Athena Swan. Do
we need a subject-specific

scheme?" 
 

1 university suggested "More
positively, can  the GPS be
exported to e.g. journals,

departments in other countries?"" 
 

 1 university stated "It is difficult to
differentiate impact as we are also
part of the Athena Swan scheme" 

 

1 university suggested "Further
development in the area of
intersectionality and non-

binary/fluid gender identity" 
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BPA/SWIP GPS (vs)
Athena Swan

 

Export GPS
 

Non-Binary and
Gender Fluid

 

1 university suggested "Greater
awareness of maternity leave on

the rate of publications when
reviewing job applicants" 

 

Non-Academic Tasks
 

 1 university stated "Christmas
decorating tasks were

predominantly assigned to female
staff and so awareness of gender
balance of non-academic tasks

would be useful" 
 



Anonymisation in hiring pro.. Hiring policies Reading lists Staff-student relationships

Paying for chilcare

0

1

2

3

untitled

One or two recommendations/policies

that stand out as being the least

successful.
 

8.
 

Least Popular Policies
 

3 universities

reported

difficulties in

anonymisation

in hiring

processes
 

2 universities

reported

 problems with

making any

changes to

hiring policies
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"we haven't done anything about anonymisation of writing

samples. I think this is because it would require either HR co-

operation at University level or a massive input of staff time."
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Least Successful Policies Explained
 

Anonymisation in Hiring Processes
 

Three universities reported that anonymisation in the hiring
process was the least successful partly  due to HR concerns.
Below is some feedback: 

 

"Issues about hiring are outside of the department's power. It's

not that these have been unsuccessful, but they just can't be

implemented by us."
 

Hiring Policies
 One university reported difficulties in making changes to

hiring policies in general as these were beyond the
departments control. Below is some feedback:

 

"Reading lists--staff don't like being driven by non-academic

imperatives to choose or omit items."
 

Reading Lists
 

One university reported reading lists due to the non-
academic imperative. Below is some feedback:

 

"Hiring practices are hard to change - we pushed for

anonymisation but HR claimed it was impossible to

implement."
 

"We found it impossible to implement anonymisation in the

appointment process, partly because of small fields and of

University-wide systems."
 



"Paying for childcare for those visiting conferences has run

into interminable legal/administrative difficulties."
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Childcare
 

One university reported paying for childcare as the least
successful policy due to admin and legal difficulties.

 

"Staff-student relationships - not that people were in favour of

permitting this, but (a) it felt more personalised than some of

the other recommendations, so harder to discuss in public (b)

perception that in any case this is an HR/legal matter, not

something where we could or should have a department-

specific policy."
 

Staff and Student Relationships
 

One university expressed difficulties in implementing the
staff-student relationship policy in part because it was
consider within HR jurisdiction. Below is some feedback:

 

"staff felt deeply uncomfortable about the idea of informing

on their colleagues."
 



Policies and practices implemented
broadly as a result of your commitment
to the Good Practice scheme but which

went beyond its explicit
recommendations 

 

9.
 

1 university reported a PG
Teaching Mentor "This has led to
discussions about pedagogy with
and among graduate students as
well as supporting thir teaching

dossier for the job market"
 

1 university reported "members of
the department have given

implicit bias training within the
university" 

 

1 university reported that they now
offer a "new optional module for

first years called Philosophy in the
Contempory World...This module

had lectures on implicit bias,
stereotype threat, and chilly

climates"
 

1 university reported "ensuring a
gender-mixed committee for

student societies" and "Gender-
mixed student ambassadors for

open days"
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PG Teaching Mentor
 

Student Committee
 

IB Training in Other
Departments 

 

Module
 

1 university reported they had
"changed the syllabus of the History

of Philosophy"
 



1 university reported "All lists of

seminar speaker suggestions from

staff should include at least 50%

women"
 

1 university reported "Mid-term

meetings with TAs by course

convenor to include discussion of

the atmosphere in tutorials and

any problems encountered.

Observations of TAs to happen

prior to this meeting" 
 

1 university reported "To add

something on tutorial /class

´ground rules´in Study Guide"
 

1 university reported "Commitment

to the Athena SWAN process"
 

1 university reported "members of

the department have organised

and ran an annual workshop

designed to address the issues of

inclusions and diversity in the

department and the discipline in

general "
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Workshop
 

Athena Swan
 

List of Seminar

Speakers
 

Tutorial Atmoshere
 

Study Guide
 



1 university reported "When

advertising externally for TAs,

relevant HoDs to be approached

informally about suitable women

PhD students (current or recent)""
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Job Advertising
 

External Reviews
 

1 university reported "I used the

guidelines in an external review of

an international university as it is

neutral and unpushy in its tone"
 



The process of adopting the Good
Practice Scheme and

recommendations that were difficult or
valuable

 

10.
 

"There was a very difficult and rather bruising departmental
meeting initially about it...But actually the [initial] difficulties
were quickly overcome and I think they were just knee jerk
defensive reactions, where older members of the department
were taking our suggestions as a criticism of their inaction in
the past."

 

"adopting the Good Practice Scheme has been highly positive
for us - even when difficulties arose, solving them was
beneficial."

 
"Initially the recommendations were somewhat grudgingly
accepted by some members of the dept. But they have had a
normalising effect - they are now the mainstream and are
taken for granted."

 

"It was a valuable process. There was resistance - to be
expected - from some colleagues, but this was valuable insofar
as in generated discussion, and helped to highlight (i) issues
that colleagues weren't aware of, and (ii) the rationale for the
GPS and continued work to address gender imbalance in the
profession."

 

Staff Pushback
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A number of universities reported that there was initally staff
resistence but that this proved to be useful in terms of
resolving conflicts, having discussions, and raising awareness
around issues of gender equality. Below is some feedback:

 



"Recommendations surrounding culture - especially seminar
series, conferences, questioning - were both relatively easy to
implement, and seem particularly valuable. This seems apparent
from our experiences not just at our institution, but when we
visit departments to give talks around the UK. The atmosphere
is significantly more supportive, and less hostile, than it was 10
years ago. SWIP/BPA ought to be commended for being a major
reason for this sea change."

 

"the seminar recommendations have probably had the most
visible and obvious effect"

 

Seminars
 

"Monitoring is a big problem though,  - because it requires time,
and that´s something none of us have"

 

Staff-Student Relationships
 

"I think it would have been helpful to have recommendations be
more specific (e.g. every 2 years, we will set aside a day where we
look at reading lists for the active modules and check gender
balance, etc.). More specific the recommendations are, easier it
is to check whether the recommendations have been met."

 

A few universities reported that the policies around staff -

student relationships proved to be the most controversial as

these were more personal and also were considered a HR

matter. Below is some feedback:
 

Monitoring
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Many universities found the seminar recommendations

particularly valuable as they were easy to implement and had

a visible impact on workplace culture. Below is some feedback:
 

A number of universities pointed out throughout the survey and

interviews that it was difficult to provide data on impact and

implementation as there was very little in house monitoring. This

is something to look into. Below is some feedback:
 



"The process offers a great opportunity to revisit current policy

and culture and instigate change in a collaborative way"
 

1 university reported "There was some very personally felt

disagreement in the department about the exact wording of the

staff-student relationships policy. However, we managed to find

a compromise."
 

Collaboration
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A university noted that the collaborative nature of the
implementation of the guidelines was a useful means of getting
people on board. Below is some feedback:

 



What have we learnt?
 

Policies that offered practical advice such as greater gender
parity in reading lists, seminar line ups, hiring processes and
seminar rules were the most successful in achieveing
impact.  

  
However, a number of universities reported that it was not
always possible to achieve gender parity on seminar line-ups
and in one case a university reported that staff felt some
pressure despite having done all they could to achieve
gender parity for a seminar. 

  
Furthermore, aiming for gender parity on reading lists was
received with mixed feelings. In some cases it was difficult to
achieve, or in others they did not want to change their
reading lists on non-academic grounds. One university
suggested that it would be useful to have access to a
resource that could suggest female papers on topics.

  
Culture change due to seminar rules was the biggest impact
reported and only one university reported that it would be
rescinding on the break before the Q&A during the talk as it
found that many people were leaving during the break. 

  
Staff and Student relationship guidelines proved to be the
most controversial policy as in one case staff felt
uncomfortable with the idea of reporting on their fellow
colleagues. Other universities felt this was a HR matter and
one in which the university as a whole should have a policy
on rather than individual departments. 

  
This was equally true for anonymisation in hiring processes
and of student work. Anonymisation was supported by many
departments but was difficult to implement as it would have
to be adopted universitywide as it was considered a HR
matter.

  
People were most ambivalent about Implicit Bias training as
many felt that being aware of your biases did not necessarily
lead to a reduction in bias. As a result, greater clarity is
needed on the benefits of implicit bias training and also
more practical advice to combat its effects, such as gender
parity on seminar line-ups. 
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Many universities offered advice on areas to improve on

within the guidelines and the most prominent was

monitoring. Monitoring whether people were implementing

changes was often patchy and so having more time-bound

goals or biannual meetings to discuss whether

recommendations were being implemented was put forward

as a way of ensuring commitment to policies. 
  

On a different note, while one university reported that

commitment to the guidelines was helping them in their bid

to attain Athena Swan certification this was also noted as

problematic in discerning the impact of the BPA/SWIP

guidelines as often there was overlap. Consequently, there

needs to be further thought on how the guidelines fit

alongside Athena Swan and if it is necessary to even have

subject specific guidelines. 
  

Despite the success of hiring policies one university pointed

out that greater awareness of the effect of maternity leave

on publication rate when reviewing job applicants was

needed and this would be worth highlighting in the

guidelines.
  

Further awareness of the distribution of non-academic

tasks was also pointed out as an area to expand on. For

example, one university noted that decorating tasks were

assigned to the women within the department and so

greater awareness of this would be useful.
  

An additional suggestion was given by a university that had

implemented gender parity in university open days and

promotional materials and they felt this would be a useful

suggestion in the guidelines. This would entail  having a

gender balance amongst student ambassadors and in talks

given by professors on student open days and also gender

balance in photos for promotional materials.
  

Lastly, an interesting area to explore and research would be

in regards to whether "there might be a bit of a gendered

difference in how much students contact particular

members of staff for pastoral, admin or teaching

reasons. This is just anecdotal, but I notice that I often get

busy office hours with  both students on my modules and

personal tutees, and anecdotally the same seems true of

X  on my floor and Y but several of my  colleagues who are

men (who clearly have the same to offer!) have mentioned

that they get very few."
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When I co-taught with Z [a man] last year there was a
marked difference in how many students came to see us
respectively even though we were splitting the teaching
equally, which we discussed at the time but we didn’t see
a way of rebalancing it. I often find that sort of student-
facing time quite energy-sapping, but it doesn’t get
factored into workload allocation because it’s just
factored into the hours  you get for teaching (which
obviously isn’t sensitive to gender!)."

  
 
More research is needed in order to determine whether
the above is merely anecdotal or is an example of a
broader trend in regards to how students contact
particular members of staff and whether this is affected
by gender.
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